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ABSTRACT.The contribution of this paper focuses on the definition of a multimedia application
targeted at turning CGI films into a richer and more interactive experience. We combine high-
quality animated graphics to present a compelling story and enrich it by introducing a certain
degree of interactivity: allowing the user to watch films using different camera paths. One
of the main goals is to provide alternative ways to observe different facets of the same story,
different versions according to user profiles and preferences. We propose a generic coding
scheme for high-quality 3D animation, and augment it with an XML content descriptor. Based
on the MPEG-7 standard, the descriptor provides information such as preset camera paths that
can be freely chosen by the user.

RÉSUMÉ.La contribution de ce travail est focalisée sur la définition d’un système multimédia
avancé qui a pour but de rendre interactif le visionnage d’un film en images de synthèse. En
effet, jusqu’à lors, la seule interaction possible avec un film qu’il soit en images de synthèse ou
non est de choisir un scène particulière. Notre but principal est de proposer plusieurs façons
de visionner une même histoire en accord avec le profil de l’utilisateur et de ces préférences
habituelles, ce qui introduit un degré certain d’interactivité tout en maintenant des coûts quasi
constant de production. Pour cela, nous proposons un codage générique et de haute qualité de
la géométrie de l’animation de ce monde virtuel. A cela nous rajoutons une description XML
de la scène qui contient plusieurs " chemins " de caméra prédéfinis qui peuvent être choisis par
l’utilisateur.

KEYWORDS:, CGI films, interactive multimedia applications, Computer Animation, storytelling,
MPEG-7, MPEG-4, XML

MOTS-CLÉS :Films en images de synthèse, Application multimédia interactive, Animation par
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1. The convergence of Virtual Environments and films

This article proposes a set of coding, and descriptor schemes for a new kind of
multimedia application that we call Augmented CGI (Computer Generated Imagery)
Films. They are the result of blending two popular multimedia products: Virtual En-
vironments (VE) and Computer Generated films. VE are interesting due to the ex-
perience they create by mixing impressive graphics, sound, textual information and
interaction. While VE provide the most interactive experiences, they usually fail to
present rich stories. Complex narratives in video games are sacrificed for the sake of
interaction. The contrary occurs with CGI films. Also known as Computer Anima-
tion (CA) films, they immerse the spectator in a compelling multimedia experience by
means of impressive special effects, showing images and shots that would be impos-
sible to make in the "real world". CA films concentrate on conveying a message, a
narrative with different degrees of complexity, but leave interaction aside.

Researchers are studying the tension between author and user control of narratives
in VE and multimedia systems such as films. In [STE 04] a system is proposed to
better balance user freedom and author control. The authors chose to stay on the
side of VE. For them, keeping enough interactivity -free exploration of the virtual
world- is key to achieve immersion and engagement. However, they report that despite
the narrative event adaptation, the level of user comprehension is still higher in non-
interactive multimedia systems (movies) than in fully interactive VE.

We have chosen the side of CGI movies and decided to introduce certain levels of
interaction and additional information. Our goal is to give the user alternative ways
to interpret the story without sacrificing neither the narrative comprehension nor the
story. Figure 1 shows where we situate our proposal compared to video games and
CGI films. The main objective of a film is to tell a particular interpretation of a story,
the result of the director’s selection of scenes and camera paths. Giving the spectator
the option to select from multiple camera paths could be an interesting added value.
It could also add new expressivity dimensions to this art. Scenes could be presented
in different ways, adapted to different user profiles (age, culture, preferences etc.).
Providing multiple camera paths was originally proposed for DVD films. However
it is rare to have this option due to the high costs of filming a live scene using many
cameras simultaneously. The space available on the media is also an issue: DVD’s are
able to store only about 2 hours of video, only one camera path. Having multiple cam-
era paths seems to be the natural next step for CGI films. We call them 3D animation
movies, but we only watch them as 2D images. The coding and film descriptors we
propose provide a good foundation to enrich -augment- the expressivity and interac-
tivity of CGI films. Of particular interest is the notion of profiling based on the camera
paths. The same animation could be rated for a general public or a restricted audience
according to the camera path being used. E.g. violent scenes could be shown using a
camera path that hides the most aggressive images.

Creating augmented CGI films requires solving several problems. We must define
an efficient coding scheme to represent high-quality animated 3D geometry. Films
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Figure 1. Augmented CGI films are in the middle of the multimedia apps. spectrum.

must be compact and simple enough to be decoded on a user terminal in real-time.
Target platforms would be digital set-top boxes [O’D 99], powered by chips with
limited performance and capacities (no Floating Point Unit). For the coding scheme
to be truly useful, the encoding tools should be seamlessly integrated into the current
production tools. Making a CGI movie is a complex and long process involving many
design, production and post-production steps. We consider a production pipeline cen-
tered on a single modeling and animation tool. The movies we are able to encode are
animated scenes created using Alias Maya as the main tool. Next section presents an
overview of the state of the art on coding and compression of animated 3D geome-
try. Then we describe our coding/compression scheme. We continue by addressing
the problem of defining a film descriptor and a user interface. After we describe the
implemented encoder and decoder prototypes.

2. Coding of 3D animation

When reviewing the state of the art on 3D animation coding, it is natural to be
pointed towards compression techniques.

Our search for efficient coding schemes led us to the MPEG-4 specification [ISO ].
MPEG-4 provides very low-bit rate coding for virtual characters and efficient com-
pression for general 3D shapes [CAP 00]. However, the MPEG-4 coding scheme
does not support advanced animation techniques, neither for virtual characters nor for
general 3D objects. This forces designers to produce low visual quality contents -
created with the limited number of supported animation techniques. Efforts have been
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done to incorporate advanced animation techniques to the specification, but they have
mainly focused on the animation of virtual characters, e.g. Bone Based Animation
[PRE 02] or morphing. Furthermore, the MPEG-4 specification has grown too much
to be implemented in a lightweight terminal (decoder) and the same applies to the
encoder. The Moving Picture Experts Group has recently identified the need for a
lightweight representation for interactive scenes [Duf ], [Mov ]. While focusing on
mobile applications and mainly 2D content, this kind of initiatives show the need for
a generic and simple representation for animated 3D content.

Research concerning 3D geometry coding and compression includes the work of
Rossignac, the Edgebreaker algorithm [ROS 01]. Focused on polygonal meshes com-
pression, this algorithm is less complex and easier to implement in a lightweight ter-
minal than previous compression algorithms. A detailed report on 3D compression
algorithms can be found in [TAU ]. Nevertheless, this research concentrates on static
geometry compression.

Lengyel was one of the first to consider time-dependent geometry as a streaming
media and proposed a technique for compressing data streams of dynamic meshes
[LEN 99]. His algorithm is based on compressing the motion of the vertices of the
animated meshes by means of a predefined set of fitting predictors. Lengyel affirms
that in most of the cases the best possible compression would be to encode the mod-
eling primitives used to create the animation. However, he concludes that it would be
unfeasible to implement every single primitive on the run-time engine -user terminal-
since this component must remain as generic and fast as possible.

The Dynapack algorithm [IBA 03] performs a space-time compression of ani-
mated triangle meshes with fixed connectivity by means of a single predictor for all
of the vertices and for all key frames. This approach differs from Lengyel’s algorithm
in the sense that it avoids the need for grouping vertices to be animated with different
predictors -the ones that best fit the motion of each group.

Applying a single generic method -single predictor- for decoding the animation
simplifies the implementation of the user terminal. In this sense, the Geometry Videos
technique proposed by Briceño et. al. [BRI 03] goes one step further. Not only it de-
codes the animation by applying a generic algorithm, but it takes advantage of existing
mature video processing and compression techniques to increase the compression ra-
tio. However, the technique is viable only for fixed-connectivity meshes and certain
types of animation.

Karni and Gotsman [KAR 04] defined a compression scheme based on the prin-
ciple component analysis (PCA) method. They represented the animation sequence
(spatial correlation) using a small number of basis functions. They exploit temporal
correlations to increase the compression rate by using second-order linear prediction
coding (LPC). Their algorithm achieves higher compression rates than other algo-
rithms but the encoding time is longer, unsuitable for real-time applications.

The works cited before were focused on maximizing the data compression, the bit
per vertex rate. These algorithms have been tested in a research context situated at
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some distance from the film production pipelines. Problems such as how to integrate
the compression techniques into the production tools and user context are not consid-
ered. Moreover, the best techniques are usually lossy compression algorithms, they
can degrade the quality of the animation and hence do not fulfill our requirements.

The compression and coding scheme we are looking for should keep an equilib-
rium between the following factors: fast decoding (acceptable frame rate on a user
terminal: at least 25 fps), adaptability to the digital content production pipeline. The
coding scheme should be generic enough to be integrated into modeling/animation
tools and without imposing restrictions to the designers. Creating an animated se-
quence requires applying many different animation techniques. The encoding tool
should seamlessly integrate into the production stage. Our proposal does not focus on
obtaining high compression rates but on defining a simple generic representation.

3. A coding scheme for augmented CGI films

The representation for 3D films that we defined allows for transparent integration
into production tools and can be implemented in low-end hardware since it does not
require floating point operations. This algorithm does not impose any limitation to the
animation techniques used by the digital artist: physics-based animation, morphing,
bone-based, etc. We work with the final version of the animation and don’t require to
know how it was produced. The coding algorithm focuses on the faithful reproduction
(loss-less coding) of a broad range of animation effects created with state of the art
modeling tools such as Maya.

As mentioned in the introduction, we tried to minimize the floating point opera-
tions required to decode the 3D film. This prevented us from using more efficient com-
pression algorithms such as the ones cited in section 2. Moreover, high-compression-
rate algorithms tend to sacrifice the versatility of the encoder: they reduce the variety
of applicable animation techniques -see the case of MPEG-4 in section 2- and/or im-
pose relatively high hardware requirements. The 3D animation coding scheme we
propose goes in a direction similar to the call for proposals from MPEG-4 for a light-
weight scene representation [Mov ].

Figure 2. Coding syntax for the geometry of augmented CGI films.
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3.1. Geometry coding

The geometric representation we have adopted is based on the indexed face set
format -polygonal mesh- and contains a list of points in 3D or 2D, an array defining
the mesh, the texture file to map and the uv coordinates. The format resembles a
simplified VRML file. Objects are defined in global coordinates. All transformations
-translation, rotation, vertex displacements, etc.- are defined by transition functions
-polynomial curves. The data structure for the geometry is defined in figure 2.

CGI_film is the main geometry container, it provides basic information such as
the film’s name, the number of animation frames, the frame rate and a pointer to an
array ofCGI_scenenodes.CGI_sceneis the basic building block of an augmented
CGI film. It defines the 3D objects present during a certain frames interval. Dividing
the film into scenes -or chapters- will allow us to associate MPEG-7 descriptors which
will provide information on a per-chapter basis. The chapter descriptors will contain
text descriptions and in particular the available camera paths to watch the scene using
different camera paths, see section 3.3.

CGI_object defines the 3D objects that participate in a scene, whether they are
animated or not. CGI_objects are constituted of a single mesh, without skeleton or
any other hierarchic structure.vertices is a list of quantized_floats (integer values
used to represent floats) specifying the vertex coordinates (3D vectors).coordIndex
is a list of integers containing the indices to the vertices describing the facets of the
object’s mesh, -1 is used as separation character, e.g.: 0,1,2-1, 2,1,3,-1 describes two
triangles. textureCoordinates is a list of uv coordinates used to map the texture
over the object’s mesh. Several textures can be mapped over different mesh sections
of an object. We "bake down" the output of the rendered texture, so that each single
texture has every rendered feature: shadows, scattered light, illuminance, transparency
etc. Textures can be updated during animation to reproduce lighting effects such as
shadows without need to calculate them on client side.texturedShapesis a list of
CGI_texturedShapenodes containing the URL pointing to the image texture and the
indices to thetextureCoordinate list used to set the uv coordinates on each vertex.

Figure 3. Vertex-based animation coding syntax.
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3.2. Animation coding

The trajectory of each vertex in the scene is coded using polynomial curves per
vertex component. The algorithm first tries to fit to a polynomial curve the trajectory
of each vertex component. Our tests showed parabolic interpolation allows for coding
in a compact way the trajectories -transition functions- of the vertices being animated.

Thus, after the first step we have a set of parabolic equations (2nd degree poly-
nomials) describing the trajectory of each vertex component for every vertex in the
animation. Each transition function describes a vertex component trajectory for at
least 3 animation frames (3 points needed to calculate a parabolic equation).

Some Vertices do not require transition functions, others are described using only
lines (first degree polynomials). In many cases a single parabolic equation is able
to describe a vertex component trajectory for more than 4 animation frames. This
depends on the nature of the animation.

In order to increase the compression ratio, vertices with the same transition func-
tion are grouped into clusters. This is done on a second step where we analyze the
whole set of transition functions and group vertex components into clusters animated
by the same function. This is illustrated in figure 4.

Figure 4. Vertices follow parabolic trajectories that can be grouped into clusters.

The animation encoding includes also the rendering of the surface textures in order
to "bake-down" the lighting effects. At each animation frame, texture images are com-
pared to the previous ones and if they have differences over a certain epsilon, a new
texture update is registered together with the corresponding image. Image compari-
son is done on a per-pixel basis, two texture images are significantly different if they
have a certain percentage of different pixels. Two pixels are different if the euclidean
distance between them surpasses a certain threshold (pixels are represented by 3 coor-
dinates: RGB components). The syntax used to represent the animation functions and
texture updates is described in figure 3.

CGI_animation is the basic update message, it indicates the object to which the
current update is to be applied.contentToUpdate is a flag that indicates whether
the update contains a set of transition functions and/or texture updates for the cur-
rent object. textureUpdates is a list of CGI_transitionTexture nodes which indi-
cate the index to the texture that will be updated with the newtextureShapenode.
initFrame and endFrame define the interval where the list of transition functions
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(transFunctions) will be applied.CGI_transitionFunction indicates the list of ver-
tices (vertexCluster) to be animated by evaluating the polynomial defined inpolyno-
mialCurve (list of polynomDegree+ 1 coefficients).

3.3. Coding camera paths through MPEG-7-based descriptors

MPEG-7 [SAL 02] has been selected as the best way to describe the "augmented"
features (different camera paths) of our coding scheme. The information we will
associate to the animation and geometry data is the following: a text description of
the film and each of its chapters (CGI_scenes which are the building blocks of the
film, see section 3.2), plus the available camera paths per scene.

Figure 5. XML-based descriptors for Augmented CGI films.

A new descriptor for the camera paths was needed. The ones defined on the Visual
[YAM ] and the Multimedia Description Schemes [BEE ] parts of the standard were
created to describe 2D video. We did not find them suitable for specifying camera
paths in 3D. The parameters needed to define a camera view on a 3D application are
those used to create the view (eye point, look-at point, "up" direction) and projection
matrices (field of view, aspect ratio, near and far view-planes) [Mic ]. They cannot
be mapped to the camera motion parameters defined in the MPEG-7 CameraMotion
Descriptor [YAM ], which defines basic camera operations such as: fixed, tracking
booming, dollying, panning, tilting, rolling and zooming.

Each scene in an augmented CGI film has a short text description associated as
well as the definition of the available camera paths. MPEG-7 provides descriptors to
incorporate semantics (text descriptions) into video sequences, we will use them for
our animation sequences. The new descriptor we propose will be used to describe
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the camera animation, including the parameters required to construct the view and
projection matrices.

To describe the path and animation sequence of a camera, we keep track of its
position/orientation (view matrix parameters), and projection matrix parameters such
as the field of view, etc. We follow the same approach used to encode the geometry
animation and describe the camera animation through polynomial curves. Model-
ing/Animation tools describe camera paths by means of spline curves which are easy
to handle by designers and provide a compact representation. We avoid using this
representation to keep the decoder simple and minimize the floating point operations.
Evaluating a polynomial is less expensive than interpolating a spline curve. Moreover,
the calculation routine has been already implemented in the decoder to reproduce the
animation. Figure 5 shows a schematic view of the descriptors.

4. User interface for augmented CGI films

The previous section presented the coding and description representations we have
defined to create augmented CGI films. We must now consider the problem of con-
trolling and interacting with such content. Since we are talking about films, the most
natural interface would be something similar to the classical remote control used to
interact with most of the home electronic devices such as TV or DVD players. The
majority of remote controls rely on text displayed on the TV screen and/or small dis-
plays embedded in the devices (e.g. VCR display), but not on the remote control. We
have decided to apply a user interface we have recently developed in the context of
Virtual Environments interaction: the mobile animator [GUT 04]. This is a PDA-
based interface that gives the user full control of the virtual objects in the VE. The
PDA interface eliminates the need for overlaying menus or other widgets that obstruct
the main display screen. Based on this technology, we extend the paradigm of the
remote control and provide an interface that allows for selecting the camera path to
apply. The text descriptions associated to the film (title, duration, etc.) and to each
camera view, if any, are presented as well on the PDA display (see figure 6).

5. Implementation and results

A prototype has been implemented in order to test the coding scheme and descrip-
tor we are proposing. An overview of the main components we have implemented is
presented in figure 7. With this prototype we tried to cover the whole digital con-
tent life cycle, starting with the content production and finishing with the augmented
CGI film. We developed a Maya plug-in that exports geometry, animation and cam-
era descriptors to the defined formats. The plug-in works with virtually any geometry
-NURBS or polygonal meshes- and is independent of the techniques used to create
the animation. It was developed in C++ using the Maya API. The film viewer is a
DirectX-based application developed in C++. The XML descriptors are parsed using
the Xerces C++ library [Apa ]. The viewer uses TCP-based sockets to send and re-
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Figure 6. User interface for Augmented CGI films.

ceive data to/from the PDA interface. The PDA runs an application developed using
embedded VisualBasic and it does not handle the full XML descriptor but a simplified
version containing only the list of available camera views and associated text.

Figure 7. Main components of the implemented prototype.

We have done tests with an animated scene where a virtual character scores a goal
in a football stadium, see figure 6. The virtual character is animated through a skele-
ton similar to the one defined by the H-Anim standard [HAN ] and uses smooth skin-
ning for calculating mesh deformations. Three cameras have been defined (side, top
views and a mobile camera). Table 1 presents some statistics showing that the coding
scheme can be stored in a DVD media and thus be distributed as a conventional film:
160 animation frames at 30 frames per second makes 5.3 seconds of animation and
requires 6340KB of data (geometry + animation + camera paths). We obtain an aver-
age of 5GB of data for a 1-hour augmented CGI film. According to our estimations,
a two-hour augmented CGI film can be stored in a double-sided DVD. Being able to
distribute the content in a standard format is important if we consider the perspectives
of this technique as a commercial product.
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File Type Binary File Size
Original scene in Maya format

(24000 polygons,
160 animation frames) 1561KB

Geometry 290KB
Animation 6000KB

Camera Paths 50KB
1 second of "augmented" animation 1300KB

Table 1. Statistics for the Augmented CGI films coding scheme.

6. Conclusions

We have presented the first version of a coding scheme and MPEG-7-based (XML)
descriptor for 3D animated scenes that are augmented through the incorporation of al-
ternative viewpoints customizable by the user, as well as additional information about
the scene. Augmented CGI films are the result of blending Virtual Environments and
Computer Generated films. We introduced some level of interactivity, a typical VE
feature, while keeping high quality animated graphics. We believe this gives content
producers new expression possibilities to tell a story and create multimedia experi-
ences. The results we have presented show the feasibility of producing augmented
CGI films using commercial modeling tools such as Maya and implementing a client
application with a user-friendly interface. The vertex-based animation format does
not require implementing any special algorithm on the client side in order to faith-
fully reproduce the animation. Virtually any combination of animation techniques can
be used to animate the scene. Our technique guaranties that the animation will be
accurately reproduced. The evaluation of polynomial curves is trivial and allows for
implementing light-weight clients (viewer applications). Sound handling and the use
of 3D sound effects would enhance the experience of viewing films from different
angles. This is let as future work.
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